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That was truly hilarious.  I will forever have in my mind a picture of you covertly feeding Finn Oreos.  (Does she 

pull them apart first?)  :-)  Actually, I have some experience with people who feel compelled to buy Oreos-on-

sale.  My mom's mate, Kent, does the SAME thing.  Does Oscar have about 15 half-eaten packages of Oreos in 

the kitchen at any given time, like Kent does?  If so, I think we may be onto some new DSM-IV psychological 

diagnosis. . . Oreoical Bargainitis.You have a good weekend, too.  We'll be very happy to see you on Tuesday, 

the 26th!!To:	Laura, Kevincc:	 From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	05/08/98 03:55:05 PMSubject:	So much 

for my instructions...I tell you no immediate replies are necessary, so what do each of you do....?  You're an 

unruly duo, so you are!Finn is well, in answer to Laura's question.  The first 24 hrs. after her operation were 

sad, and she continued to experience some discomfort for several days, but the last 48 hrs. or so she has been 

her old self.  Did I tell you she weighed 89 lbs. at the vet hospital on May 1 (seven months)?  Our obedience 

class on Wednesday (only two more to go, thank god) was not our best, but there were no disasters.  For want 

of an alternative policy, I am going with Laura's "obedience is overrated" dictum!  We (Finn and I) are in 

constant fear that Carolyn/Mom will find out how often we break her "strictly no human food" policy.  But it's 

not our fault: Oscar buys bag after bag of Oreos (all kinds: regular, extra-stuffing and low-fat) just because 

they're on sale (it's a Rauch thing; we don't pretend to understand...) and there is just so much pressure to get 

rid of them to make room for the next batch...Got my TWA Fly-Free-Voucher ticketed today, so the trip is a go.  

I might as well work that Tuesday, if you want me to and if there's stuff to do (that way you'll have to have 

lunch with me).  Although, I must say, if Peter is done the FPCC stuff already then you may be wasting your 

time and Jeremy's budget finding work for me!  He must be a very fast dude!  Laura, I'll try to remind you of 

my visit the Friday before since, given that the Tuesday is the first day after a long weekend, you may want to 

alert Debbie so we don't lose any time (given that I only have day to offer) getting set up that day.Have a great 

weekend! 
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